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Abstract 
This study utilized lesson study to improve content area reading comprehension. 
One area of concern regarding content area literacy is students' lack motivation to read. 
Three Living Environment teachers, including the author, from a suburban school district 
and their students participated in this study to increase students' motivation to read and 
thereby increase reading comprehension levels. The teachers utilized literacy strategies 
from the literature paired with hands-on activities to increase motivation to read. 
Teachers used lesson study, a cyclical refinement process, to assess and improve the 
strategies. Data from midterm analysis demonstrated that the authors' students, who 
were exposed to both studies, scored higher on novel reading comprehension questions 
than the average student in the district. This suggests that e ither the hands-on activities 
intrinsically motivated students to read or the reading strategies demonstrated in class 
were transferred to the novel situation. 
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Using Lesson Study to Increase Student Motivation to Read and Comprehend Science 
Texts 
Content area literacy has been of increased focused throughout the educational 
system. Educators are realizing that in order to increase students' awareness of the 
language and skills in their content area they need to focus on building literacy 
proficiency that is specific to their particular subject. Because literacy, and especially 
reading, is often such a resistant task for students to participate in, I chose to explore a 
method of increasing students' motivation to read. The problem in many classrooms is 
not only to motivate students to read but for students to understand the text they are 
reading. The literature points out that only a small fraction of the high school population 
has text decoding problems while a significant portion of the high school population has 
trouble comprehending text Through motivating students by appealing to real world 
problems and hands on activities and employing reading strategies from the literature, 
hopefully a method will be discovered for increasing students ' reading comprehension. 
Lesson study, an action research strategy, will be used to assess and study the 
success of this methodology. This strategy is a teacher as researcher model that is 
employed frequently in Japan and has been modified for use in this study. The problem 
with lesson study is that many United States institutions do not feel that it is able to be 
modified for our country; that it is too embedded in Japanese culture. 
This study will discuss the successful implementation of lesson study in the 
United States. In addition, this study will examine the outcome of implementing and 
refining the use of hands-on activities coupled with science expository texts to increase 
both motivation to read and reading comprehension. 
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Review of Literarure 
Content area literacy has been an area of increasing focus in education over the 
past 10 to 15 years. Although most educators will agree that there is a need to increase 
students' reading comprehension abilities, many feel that they are not equipped to aid 
students in that area (Surash, 2005). In fact, there is much debate in the literature on 
which methods are the most effective at promoting studem reading comprehension. 
Educators also have mixed feelings about integrating reading strategies into their content 
areas because they are not aware of the relationships between reading and its ability to 
generate and strengthen content knowledge. Many educators feel that spending time 
teaching students coment specific reading strategies detracts from time focused on 
content The first section of this review focuses on content area literacy from a science 
perspective and includes discussions of. the definitions and components involved in 
science content area literacy, why content area literacy is important to science education. 
whether or not readjog the weaker area of content area literacy in science. and sirategies 
for improving reading comprehension in science. The purpose and scope of this-section 
will bring a new relevance to time spent reading science texts in the classroom. 
In order to explore the inconsistency in the I iterature on the effectiveness of 
various reading strategies, a method of collaboration and classroom research, lesson 
study, will be reviewed. The process of lesson study is a method of reacher collaboration 
from Japan that has many distinct elements from that of United States' collaborative 
models. Because lesson study is from a different culture, implementation in the United 
States will have inherent problems unless modified for use in a dissimilar culture. The 
second half of the review will focus on lesson study and include a discussion of~ the 
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general infonnation about the process and its emergence in the United Stales. a 
comparison of lesson study with other coUaborative models, and how to adapt and 
measure the success of lesson study in the United States. The purpose of this review is to 
identify lesson study as the predominate colJaboration tool teachers could use to help 
their students increase their content area literacy skills. 
Deftnitio11s and Componems of Science Content Area Literacy 
The major avenues of literacy include reading, writing, speaking, and listening 
(Thier, 2002). Reading is not simply decoding print but understanding, retaining, and 
applying meanings within the text. Writing and speaking concisely and meaningfully are 
a component of literacy. Listening to others to derive meaning is also another 
component. Content area literacy is defined as the ability to use language to learn (Vacca 
& Vacca. 1999; Biancarose & Snow. 2004; Thier. 2002). ··conient literacy - the ability 
to use reading and writing to learn subject matter in a given discipline - is a relatively 
new concept that holds much potential for students' acquisition of content" (Vacca & 
Vacca, 1999. p. 8). This is the difference between the reading agenda of the primary 
grades and secondary education; primary grades the focus is learning to read, secondary 
is reading to learn (Jacobs. 2002; Biancarose & Snow, 2004). In content area literacy, 
reading specifically has changed in meaning to include how students interact with text, 
not coming to text as blank s lates. Students bring prior knowledge with to the texc and 
their interaction with the verbiage on the page allows them to construct their new, distinct 
meaning from the text (Roth. 1991; Padak & Davidson, 1991; Vacca & Vacca. 1999: 
Abell. 1992: Heselden & Staples. 2002: Biancarose & Snow, 2004; Jacobs, 2002: Snow. 
2002: Holloway. 2002: Barton. Heidema, & Jordan, 2002; D' Acangelo. 2002; Padilla. 
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Muth, & Lund-Padilla. 1991 ). Schema is how information is stored and organized in the 
brain and greatly impacts how students comprehend texts (Vacca & Vacca, 1999). 
Schema influences how readers make predications and anticipate outcomes as well as fill 
in the gaps during reading. While students are reading, schema helps them organize the 
information in order to retain and remember it This organization is also influenced by. 
insight, judgment and evaluation that are processes mediated by schema. Understanding 
from text is hence a very personal process that is more than doing or knowing but is a 
problem solving endeavor mediated by specific regions of the brain (Jacobs, 2002; Snow, 
2002; Padilla, Muth, & Lund-Padilla, 1991). Reading is one very powerful way students 
can make meaning of content and generate understanding. According to the National 
Center for Improving Student Leaming and Achievement in Mathematics and Science 
(2005). understanding is a mental activity "that contributes to the development of 
understanding rather than as a static attnbute of an individual's knowledge:' (p. I). 
Students who are truly engaged in reading will know how to internet with the text and get 
what they need 10 out of the reading. Increasing students' engagement with texts 
increases their confidence. competency, and decreases ambivalence regarding reading 
(Vacca & Vacca, 1999). 
The term literacy has fluctuated to also describe the level of knowledge a person 
has about a particular topic in addition to their ability to read and write in that content 
area (Vacca & Vacca. 1999). In particular, this paper is concerned with increasing 
students· science literacy which Thier (2002) describes as the .. possession of a set of 
skills that marries knowledge of science concepts. facts. and proce:.ses with the ability to 
use language to articulate and communicate about ideas" (p. I). Although often times it 
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is said th:it math is the language of science, this is not the case (Lemke. 2004). lt is a mix 
of components: math is used to interpret results. visual represen1ations are used for 
abscract concepts. which are all embedded in rich language. Since science language is 
nm the same as that studied by linguists. it needs a differem context in which to be 
studied (Lemke, 2004; Wellington & Osborne, 200 I). In particular, studies performed by 
Cassels and Johnstone ( l 985) found that not only do students have difficulty 
understanding scientific words imbedded in the language of science texts but also other 
descriptive words not necessarily specific to science such as: abundant, incident, 
complex, spontaneous, relevant, valid, random, composition, contrast also caused 
students comprehension probJems (Wellington & Osborne, 2001). Pickersgill and Lock 
( 1991) also found this same phenomenon with students in their s1udy (Wellington & 
Osborne, 2001 ). Therefore. science educators have the challenge of assisting students in 
overcoming the difficulties of the unique blended language of science in order to become 
scientifically literate individuals. 
What distinguishes a scientificaJJy Literate individual? According to Uno and 
Bybee (I 994) there are four levels of scientific literacy (although they discuss biological 
literacy specifically): nominal. functional, structural, and multidimensional. In the 
nominal domain, students posses many misconceptions about scientific concepts; they 
can identify terms and attempt definitions but with limited experience. In the functional 
domain, students are still at the basic rote memorization level. The structural domain of 
literacy involves students being able to explain scientific phenomenon in their own words 
and are able to work well with the scientific method of inquiry. The multidimensional 
domain is the ability to interconnect many ideas in science and apply them to the 
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investigation of a scientific problem. Increasing students degree of scientific literacy 
through the use of text will allow students to demonstrate that they "know how to analyze 
and process data; know that some science-related problems in a social and personal 
context have more than one accepted answer' and know that socia l and personal 
problems are multidisciplinary, having political, judicial, ethical, and moral dimensions" 
(Yore, 2004, p. 84). More importantly, an increased level of scientific literacy a llows 
students tO be able to "d istinguish experts from the uniformed, theory from dogma, data 
from myth and folklore, science from pseudoscience, evidence from propaganda, facts 
from fiction, sense from nonsense, and knowledge from opinion" (Yore, 2004, p. 83). 
Most students will need to be able to synthesize science information from the media in 
their adult life. Leaming how to read articles in magazines and newspapers, critically, as 
well as understanding the science behind the information presented is the job of science 
educators and therefore should be a priority (Wellington & Osborne, 2001; Heselden & 
Staples. 2002). 
Importance of literacy to Science Education 
In 2002, only 36% of grade 12 students were performing at a proficient literacy 
level according to the National Association for Educational Progress; this percentage has 
declined from 40% in 1998 (Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004; Biancarose & Snow, 2004). To 
increase pressure on teachers, according to the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) act, 
students will be assessed in science during the 2007 school year (Lundstrom. 2005). 
Teachers feel thac ic may be the job of a reading specialist to teach skills related to 
literacy and that they need to focus their time on science content (Vacca & Vacca. J 999; 
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Billmeyer & Barton, 1998). However, the teacher is really showing students how to use 
text and writing to construct content specific knowledge - to discover, clarify, and extend 
meaning (Vacca & Vacca, 1999). According to the National Center for Improving 
Student Learning and Achievement in Mathematics and Science (2005), understanding is 
a mental activity "that contributes to the development of understanding rather than as a 
static attribute of an individual's knowledge " (p. I). The agency identifies five mental 
activities that support scientific understanding: l) constructing relationships; 2) extending 
and applying scientific knowledge; 3) reflecting about experiences; 4) articulating ideas; 
5) making knowledge personal. When students are engaged in active reading processes 
and strategies they are performing all of these mental activities. "If spending time with 
texts helps students learn new concepts and think critically, then it makes sense to create 
time for engaged reading within content disciplines, where building knowledge and 
learning to reason are the priorities" (Ivey, 2002, p. 22). By integrating literacy skills 
into the content areas, teachers are creating readers who possess a broader understanding 
of content knowledge (Holloway, 2002; Topping & McManus, 2002). According to 
Thier (2002), "The stronger a student's literacy skills, the stronger the student's grasp of 
science will be" (p. 4). 
As mentioned, science teachers may decrease the importance of content area 
literacy because they do not feel it is their responsibility to teach it. Bullock staled in 
1975, "Since reading is a major strategy for learning in virtually every aspect of 
education ... it is the responsibility of every teacher to develop it" (Wellington & 
Osborne, 2001 ). In general, reading in the content areas prepares students for basic adult 
literacy; especially how to approach a strange and unfamiliar text (Heselden & Staples, 
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2002). However, reading in science requires different strategies than in other content 
areas because of the unique features of science text (Biancarose & Snow, 2004: Gee, 
2004). Therefore. it requires a science teacher to give scudencs the skills necessary for 
dissecting science texts utilized by experts in the science field . Because language is the 
primary avenue chat students must use to understand science, ··a student"s achievement in 
science will be directly proportional to the student's ability to use language " (Thier, 
2002, p. 4). In addition, if students are to share an experience authentic to that of real 
scientists, there needs to be a greater baJance in reading since scientists do spend a 
significant portion of their time reading journal articles for information amongst other 
literacy endeavors (El-Hindi, 2003; Heselden & Staples, 2002; Yore, 2004; Wellington & 
Osborne, 2001 ). In fact. reading is often the neglected area of literacy in the science 
classroom. 
Is Reading 1/ie Weaker Area of Content Area Literacy in Science? 
Much research and attention is given to early literacy at the elementary level 
(Biancarose & Snow, 2004). Decoding and word recognition are areas in which 
educators have a wide variety of resources at their disposal in order to he lp alleviate these 
issues. In fact, although 70% of older readers need some form of reading remediation, it 
is not in the area of decoding but rather in the area of comprehension (Biancarose & 
Snow, 2004; Snow, 2002; Thier, 2002). The challenges of reading at the secondary level 
are so much more difficult for educators to overcome because content area literacy is 
embedded in complex. subject specific concepts and adolescenrs have such diverse 
motivational factors that will engage them in texts, in comparison with elementary school 
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studentS (Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004; Biancarose & Snow, 2004; Snow 2002). In the 
United States only 70% of high school students graduate with a regular diploma 
(Biancarose & Snow. 2004). Many experts cite that students do not have the literacy 
skilJs to experience success with the high school curriculum, which correlates with the 
60% of high school seniors who are reading below grade level (Biancarose & Snow, 
2004; Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004 ). 
The lite rature discusses the idea that science is a social language, s imilar to a 
foreign language with specific vocabulary, and that students may need to be immersed in 
the language (Gee, 2004; D'Arcangelo, 2002; Wellington & Osborne, 2001 ). As 
mentioned previously. science text is especially challenging because of the difficulty 
students have with not only the multiple levels of content specific vocabulary words but 
the other. non-science specific descriptive words in text as well. In addition, there are 
many connectives in science text that allow the author to convey the logic of science but 
are difficult for students to understand (Wellington & Osborn, 2001). As with other 
expository texts, science texts might be Jess engaging to read than other types of genres, 
which may also pose a challenge to motivate students to read (Snow, 2002; Wellington & 
Osborne, 200 I ; Alvermann, Qian & Hynd, 1995; Dickson, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1995; 
Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004). However, despite the need for students to have increased 
exposure to science texts, the little reading time allotted for in science class is devoted to 
reading instruction sheets for science experiments but not for reading text (Heselden & 
Staples, 2002). Textbooks are viewed as punishment by some teachers, or when teachers 
are out sick and need an easy activity to fill up time with (Wellington & Osborne, 2001). 
According to a study done by Lunzer and Gardner (1979) only 10% of 14 to 15 year old 
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s1udenis' science lesson Lime is spent reading. This study was corroborated by 
Wellington and Osborne (2001). Deliberately planned reading is done so rarely in 
science education that it must be the weaker area of literacy. 
Most content area teachers do not focus on teaching srudenlS how to learn because 
they are focused on content (D ' Arcangelo, 2002). Science teachers should not feel that 
teaching reading strategies is far removed from science content because reading is similar 
to applying the scientific method or problem solving strategies (Padilla, Muth, Lund-
Padilla, 1991; Holloway, 2002~ Jacobs, 2002; Lundstrom, 2005; Snow, 2002). Reading 
parallels the scientific method because both processes require students to generate a 
purpose. analyze, draw conclusions, and communicare those conclusions (Holloway. 
2002). The use of text in the classroom does not propose thar hands-on activities need to 
be replaced with reading activities. Students can still explore scientific phenomenon but 
texts should be used to explain. compare, and synthesize information about the scientific 
principles at hand (El-Hindi, 2003; Lundstrom, 2005; Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 2002). 
Strategies for Improving Reading Comprehension in Science 
Strategies in content area reading shou ld focus on transforming the process from a 
passive to an active task, with students becoming highly engaged in critical thinking 
activities (Heselden & Staples, 2002; Snow, 2002; Sanacore, 1995; Abell, 1992: 
Wellington & Osborne. 2001). Passive reading is when s1udenu; are given no clear 
targeis. are not clearly directed by the teacher, and it is a purely solitary activity. Active 
reading is done to accomplish a specific purpose. with exact instructions. and often is a 
shared activity. Most of the literarure agrees that readers need to be engaged before, 
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during. and after reading and most of the stracegies detailed in the literature help students 
accomplish specific goals lo increase comprehension at each of these time points 
(Topping & McManus. 2002: Abell. I 992: Jacobs, 2002). 
As mentioned before, scudents come to a text with a vast amount of prior 
knowledge however. "Unless scudents activate their background knowledge, they don't 
connect what they already know with what they're learning in school" (D' Arcangelo, 
2002, p. 13). Before reading strategies include helping students link their experiences to 
the text, access relevant prior knowledge, and acquaint students to the text's organization 
and scope (Topping & McManus, 2002; Barton, Heidema, & Jordan, 2002; D' Arcangelo, 
2002). Students do not know what is important and what to concentrate on while reading 
because of their lack of background knowledge (D' Arcangelo. 2002). A reoccurring 
theme in the literacure is the need for readers to have a specific purpose so that they know 
what is important and what they are looking for in the text (Yore, 2004; Wellington & 
Osborne. 200 I; Heselden & Staples, 2002; Jacobs, 2002: Holloway, 2002). In fact, 
students can be taught to read the same text for different purposes and adjust their reading 
strategies depending on that purpose (Snow, 2002). Some strategies involve the teacher 
giving students specific purposes, while other strategies involve students developing 
purposes togetJ1er with the teacher; debate exists in the literature as to which type of 
methods (teacher directed versus student centered) are more effective (Padilla, Muth, 
Lund-Padilla. 1991: Biancarose & Snow, 2004; Ivey, 2002; Snow, 2002). In addition to 
generating a purpose. before reading strategies often include reviewing the organiz.ation 
of the text structure with scudents so that they can decide how to prioritize their own 
learning (Holloway. 2002: Dickson. Simmons, & Kameenui, 1995; Topping & 
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McManus. 2002: Heselden & Staples, 2002). The before reading strategies may be 
viewed as so crucial tO comprehension because ... The more knowledge and skills that 
students bring to a texl the better they wiJI learn from and remember what they read." 
(Barton. Heidema. & Jordan, 2002. p. 25). 
Students' prior knowledge often times conflicts with what the text states about 
certain concepts (Roth, I 99 I). Students need strategies to help s truggle with the 
differences between the text and their thinking and reorganize their own conceptual 
framework. They need strategies while they are reading to help them engage in 
meaningful learning; activating prior knowledge but integrating new learning as well 
(Roth, I 99 I). Good readers should keep track of questions or concerns that may conflict 
with their prior knowledge: this is displaying evidence of metacognition (Thier, 2002; 
Barker. 2004: Biancarose & Snow. 2004: Abell. 1992). Srudents should begin making 
personal connections and interpretations of the text with supporting details and 
convincing evidence {Thier. 2002; Topping & McManus, 2002). However. in a study by 
Alvermann, Qian, and Hynd (1995) simply "encouraging students tO look back in the text 
for evidence that will support their answers does not appear to be an effective means for 
helping ninth-grade students modify their intuitive understanding about a complex 
science concept" (p. 152). While reading students should also respond to the text, 
consolidate ideas. and understand the logic behind the sequence of information (Topping 
& McManus. 2002; Roth, 1991: Thier. 2002: Barton. Heidema, & Jordan, 2002: 
D 'Arcangelo. 2002). To achieve enduring understanding of the text, every student needs 
to become aware of his or her own reading habits and learn to apply str:uegies that are 
natural or intuitive (Thier, 2002: Topping & McManus, 2002). However. as with the 
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hefore re.actine srraterie<;_ there is debate in rhe lirerarure a<; ro wherht'r lt'acher ctirecred 
methods or student centered methods are best for increasing comprehension. Some 
authors advocate students modeling the teacher and having opportunity to practice 
strategies while others advocate interactions between students and teacher as well as 
scudents and students so that each member of the classroom begin noticing how different 
readers make sense of the text, what strategies readers use to make sense of the text. and 
allow students to try out others' strategies for interacting with the text (Schoenbach et 
al., 2003; Heselden & Staples, 2002; Snow, 2002; Padilla, Muth, Lund-Padilla, 1991 ; 
Biancarose & Snow, 2004; Sanacore, 1995). 
After reading scudents must question if they understood the text and compare the 
information in the text with what they already know (D'Arcangelo. 2002: Padilla, Muth. 
Lund-Padilla. 199 I; Abell, J 992; Snow, 2002). Strategies involved should focus on 
deepening students' responses to the text, consolidating facts and ideas, extending 
responses, and connecting with other texts (Roth. 199 I; Topping & McManus, 2002; 
Snow. 2002: Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 2002). Unlike the before and during strategies. 
much of the literature focuses on the importance of student collaboration in this phase in 
order to generate shared cognitive meanings of the text (Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 2002; 
Heseldcn & Staples, 2002; Snow, 2002; Baker, 2004). Students need co be given 
opportunities to help their peers revise and reflecc on their understandings of t11e text and 
LO begin demystifying me invisible process of reading (Wellington & Osborne, 200 I: 
Schoenbach et. al., 2003: Biancarose & Snow, 2004). 
The unifying theme between the before, during and after reading strategies is mat 
fluent readers can access prior knowledge, hypothesize and predict. visualize. monitor 
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their comprehension. and use strategies to adjust for miscomprehens ion. The job of the 
teacher is to show non-fluent readers what fluent re-aders do intuitively. However. as 
noted previously. not only does it appear that students have an easier time recalling more 
ideas from narrative texts than from expository texts, according to Dickson. Simmons. & 
Kameenui ( 1995), but this may also be effecting their motivation to read expository texts 
in science. In facL, according to Campbell and Kmiecik (2004), teachers in the greater 
Chicago identified motivating students as the greatest challenge they faced in content 
area literacy. Linking hands-on activities in science with literacy may be a solution to 
this challenge (Lundstrom, 2005). 
As illustrated in this review, there are many avenues of controversy over how 
specific literacy strategies are best implemented in order to increase student 
comprehension of expository texts. The general argument illustrated is a pedagogical one 
that may best be answered with further research. One research method that could be 
utilized to explore these discrepancies is lesson study. 
lesson S111dy: The Process and Its Emergence in the United States 
Bush (2003) has said there are four different behaviors associated with 
collaboration: I) Talk about practice; 2) Observing each other's practice: 3) Working on 
curriculum; and 4) Teaching each other. Via these behaviors knowledge is both created 
and shared amongst group members. Lesson s tudy involves all of these processes 
through groups of teachers meeting regularly over a long period of time to work on a 
series of research lessons. to design. implement, teSt, and improve them (Hiebert & 
Stigler, 2000: Fernandez. 2002: Fernandez, Cannon, & Sonat, 2003; Fernandez & 
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Chokshi. 2002: Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004; Lewis. 2002). The process is cyclical and 
involves a series of research steps (Lewis, 2002. see Appendix A). 
The first step is to define the research problem (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000: 
Fernandez, 2002; Fernandez. Cannon, & SonaJ, 2003: Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002; 
Fernandez & Yoshida. 2004; Lewis, 2002). This will motivate and direct the work of the 
lesson study group (i.e. how to improve students' understanding of adding fractions; how 
to help students learn mathematics from each other, not just from the teacher; how to 
foster students who are independent learners; how to increase critically thinking of 
students). In order to identify a research problem, teachers may find weaknesses in 
students that are not found by looking at test scores, but by imerviewing them, by 
achievemem on special assessments, and by making observations of students in one 
another's classrooms (Fernandez & Chokshi. 2002). One teacher may notice that their 
students have become complacenL non-independenr problem solvers and may uy to 
change this trait by incorporating this focus into the lesson study agenda. Teachers must 
working collaboratively to focus and shape the problem until it can be addressed by a 
specific lesson or series of research lessons (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Fernandez. 2002). 
Now the teachers need to focus on selecting a lesson topic that will not only align with 
their research problem but might also be in an area that students spec ifically have 
difficulty in. they themselves have difficulty teaching, that is typically "boring" for 
students, aligns with critical content standards or is introducing a new concept (Lewis. 
2002: Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002). Once both the research problem and lesson topic are 
identified. teachers may uncover what their colleagues have done regarding the panicular 
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problem or what is recommended by other educational groups on how students· learning 
is maximized in chat content area (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). 
After a focused research problem is identified and a specific lesson topic is 
chosen, the group plans a lesson collaboratively (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Fernandez, 
2002; Fernandez, Cannon. & Sonal, 2003; Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002; Fernandez & 
Yoshida, 2004). The group may choose to look at other effective lessons on the topic and 
model afrer them. Fernandez and Chokshi (2002) recommend that teachers should 
improve the best lessons already available. When planning the lessons. it may be· more 
beneficial to split larger groups into smaller groups or even pairs of teachers (Fernandez 
& Chokshi, 2002). 
The third step involves one teacher teaching the lesson and others observing and 
possibly vide-0taping the lesson (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000: Fernandez, 2002; Fernandez, 
Cannon. & Sonat, 2003; Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002; Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004). One 
group member implemems tbe collaboratively designed lesson plan while others observe 
and evaluate what works and what does not work. While observing the lesson, the 
observer usually writes careful notes right onto a copy of the lesson plan and often may 
require observers co denote the time course of each observatjon in order to make accurate 
claims in the next step of the cycle (Watanabe, 2002: Fernandez. 2002). To decide if the 
goals of student learning were achieved. the observer and teacher may wish to look at the 
method used by the majority of students to solve a particular problem (Fernandez. 2002). 
The fourth and fifth steps involve the collaborative group evaluating, reflecting, 
and revising the lesson plan (Hieben & Stigler, 2000; Fernandez, 2002: Fernandez, 
Cannon, & Sonal, 2003; Fernandez & Chokshl, 2002: Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004). 
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Based on specific observations and reflections made by the teachers. lessons are revi ed 
and may even require new materials. new activities. or new que tions. During the 
revision process teachers specificaUy look for students misunderstandings revolving 
around certain subtopics. To improve comprehension they may change the wording of 
the problem posed, the order in which material is presented. or the types of follow up 
questions that are employed to assist in knowledge building (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). If 
the teachers split into smaller collaborative groups it is beneficial to be together in the 
larger group when coming back to discuss the success of the lesson (Fernandez & 
Chokshi. 2002). 
The cyclical nature of lesson study becomes evident at this point because steps 
four and five are repeated; the revised lesson is taught. observed by others, and undergoes 
final revisions (Hieben & Stigler. 2000: Fernandez. 2002: Fernandez, Cannon. & Sonal. 
2003: Fernandez & Chokshi. 2002: Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004). ln this case usually 
another teacher implements the lesson plan while others watch and evaluate. The final 
produce or lesson study is a well developed lesson plan that can be shared with other 
colleagues in the form of a school book or even shared with others in the profession 
(Hiebert & Stigler. 2000; Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002). The result of lesson study is 
reflective practice that will ultimately spill over into the teacher's everyday lessons. 
Lesson study involves bringing together teachers to discuss lessons they have 
planned together in detail and have observed unfold in the etas room. Lesson study 
usually involves 10 to 15 hours of group meetings between 3 to 4 week period of time 
(Fernandez. 2002). The goal in Japan (where lesson srudy originated) is to perfect a few 
lessons a year. which ultimately helps Japanese educators teach the other 182 lessons 
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more effectively (Fernandez & Chokshi 2002: Hiebert & StigJer, 2000). This leads to 
the question of why and how lesson smdy has emerged in the United States if it is a 
Japanese professional development construct 
In 1995 and 1999, a sampling was done internationally of eighth grade 
mathematics classrooms (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Ferrini-Mundy & Schmidt, 2005). 
Videographers, na1ive to each counrry, went to eighth grade mathematics classrooms and 
videotaped lessons. The data collected was complied for the Third International 
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). The study was funded by the United States 
government through the National Center for Educational Statistics and the National 
Science Foundation. Data from the videotapes was turned into information: impressions 
and images of teaching were recorded as well as quantified results that indicated how 
certain features of teaching occur in each country. The TIMSS video studies were 
performed in order to gain further insight into mathematics teaching in the United States, 
to compare United States teaching strategies with those in Germany and Japan, and to 
examine the impact of recent reform efforts on classroom practices (Hiebert & Stigler, 
2000). 
The information compiled from the videotapes addresses the element'> that 
interact together in the classroom that effect student learning. Hiebert e1 al. (2005), 
explain that it is the interaction of the elements, the system. that determines the learning 
conditions and not each element in isolation. However. the authors analyzed a variety of 
aspects of the lessons videotaped in Japan and the United States and separated each 
element 
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One elcmenl Hiebert et al. (2005) noted was that in the United Stntes classrooms. 
problems in math were very routine and were not imbedded in very much context On 
average. 34% of problems in United States classrooms were application compared to 
74% in Japanese classrooms. Another key component to lesson struc1ure in the United 
Stales is lhc prevalence of practicing problems ralher lhan crealing new problems, 
developing new procedures, or analyzing problems and deciding on appropriate 
procedures to apply. In 75% of United States math classrooms private work time is spent 
on practice time, compared to 28% of Japanese classrooms. In general. United States 
lessons are requiring students to do less critical thinking and more practicing procedures. 
Io addition, the aulhors noted that a significantly greater amount of time was spent in 
United States classrooms on review compared to developing new knowledge. In all of 
lhe higher achieving countries. more time was devoted to developing students' 
knowledge of new material rather than reviewing old material. When achievement 
results were quantified. the United States ranked below lhe international average, whiJe 
Japan scored within lhe top three countries (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Ferrini-Mundy & 
Schmidt. 2005). 
In 2003, another TIMSS study was performed with 47 countries purticipating in 
lhe eighth grade comparisons in which 8,912 United States eighth graders in 232 schools 
were assessed (Ferrini-Mundy & Schmidt, 2005). This study. however. was purely 
achievement oriented and did not anaJyze classroom practice or curriculum differences. 
Although lhe United Scates did score above the international average, Japan still was 
ranked among the top five countries and scored 60 points higher than the United States in 
mathematics achievement (Mullis, Martin, & Foy. 2005, see Appendix B). 
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From the data from the TIMSS studies, researchers made some of the following 
suggestions to improve student achievement: 1) reduce professional isolation: 2) ere.ate a 
system for testing. accumulating, and sharing teaching knowledge bases; and 3) create 
clear and widely accepted student learning goals (Hiebert et al., 2005). "Much time has 
been wasted in the Unjted States studying achievement scores and guessing what 
individual features of teaching should be changed to improve these scores" (Hiebert et 
al., 2005, p. 128). Hiebert and Stigler (2000) have suggested that teachers use lesson 
study to investigate and improve pedagogy based on these suggestions. 
Linda Darling-Hammond has said, "Teachers team just as their students do: by 
studying, doing, and reflecting; by collaborating with other teachers; by looking closely 
at students and their work; and by sharing what they see., (Stallings & Koellner-Clark, 
2003. p. 50 I). However. despite the frequent use of the word collaboration in the United 
States' education community, collaboration in the United States is often times very 
neglected (Friend, 2000). In a recent survey, a large majority of teachers said they had 
never observed other teachers but 75% stated they would like to observe other teachers at 
work (Fullan, 2001 ). With the paradigm of professional development shifting to where 
learning experiences are cooperative and collaborative and learning outcomes are shared 
with the community, lesson study is now being viewed as a possibility amongst other 
models of collaborative efforts (Harada, 2001 ). 
Comparing lesson Study with Other Collaborative Models 
According to Harada (2001 ), the old method of professional development was 
focused on taking compiled data and lecturing to educators on best practices while new 
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modes of professionaJ development are leading educators lO investigate and develop best 
practices through discussion. implementation. and reflection. Professional development 
in the past was a summative activity, often times with an outside expert being present for 
a one-day workshop or conferences. The emerging paradigm is shifting to an ongoing 
assessment of practice where educators are given opportunities for application and 
feedback over a long period of time (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Harada, 200 I ; Stigler & 
Hiebert, 1999). Although the literature addresses other models of collaboration, lesson 
study allows teachers to utilize this changing professional development paradigm to not 
only examine pedagogy but to increase student learning. 
Collaborative inquiry and study groups are one methods of professional 
development in the literature (Bray. 2002: Harada. 2000; Herner, 2000). Collaborative 
inquiry involves developing a question that is of interest to the collaborators about their 
daily practice, reflecring on ir, and investigating iL A good inquiry question. according to 
Bray, is one in which the answer lO the question is not explicit and that group members 
will be able to investigare. An example inquiry question cired was, ··How can we 
improve our practice as teachers" (Bray, 2000, p. 87)? Group members would then 
reflect on whether they believe their current practices are "useful, ineffective, or of 
uncertain value" (Bray, 2000, p. 87). The group then may decide to try out new practices 
and reflect on whether or not they were an improvement. One group in the study found 
that humor was important to their classrooms and tried to delineate why this was 
important (Bray. 2000). In the other colJaborative model, study groups, the topic chosen 
is usually one that is in response to a problem or area of interest shared by group 
members (Herner, 2000). The final outcome produced by the group is to interpret the 
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educational research findings in the literature and present Lo the school. conference. or 
write a paper co be published. 
Although collaborative inquiry is a method that helps shape teachers· day-to-day 
work experiences more so than that of study groups because ic is more imbedded in 
teachers daily work experiences, it still does not explicitly mencion that it helps shape 
individual lessons and lesson planning (Fernandez, 2002; Fernandez, Cannon & Sonal, 
2003; Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Bray 2000; Herner 2000). In Japan, the lesson is viewed 
as the ultimate place to improve learning because it is the where "goals for students ' 
learning, attention to students' thinking, analyses of curriculum and pedagogy, and so on" 
occur (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000. p. 11). Lesson study specifically targets what 
instructional goals need to be in place in order to elicit student learning and targets 
student qualities that influence that learning, while collaborative inquiry does not cause 
teachers to focus on increasing student learning per se. In fact. the majority of the 
benefits of collaborative inquiry discussed by Bray (2000) revolved around the personal 
feelings of the participants; in panicu1ar, that the groups became small learning 
communities that increased cohesiveness amongst its members. This is one of the myths 
of collaboration, as discussed by Friend (2000), that comradary and cohesiveness 
amongst faculty members is the most important outcome of a collaborative effort; 
·'Instead. collaboration is the conduit through which profess ionals can ensure that 
students receive the most effective educational services to which they are 
entitled"(Friend. 2000. p. 131). Therefore. like the goal of lesson s1udy. collaboration 
should be to ultimately increase student learning and student performance. 
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Another model in the literature that addresses the shifting professional 
development paradigm is the Designs for Leaming model (McCarthy & Riley, 2000). 
Designs for Leaming is organized around lO designed elemencs: 
I ) Student data - teachers examine student data and determine 
improvement needs 
2) Planning - these are long-term processes that takes into account 
individual learning needs imbedded in school goals 
3) Time - allocated to teachers 
4) Leadership- is encouraged by administration 
5) Content and pedagogy - is encouraged to be developed and refined 
6) Inquiry- is promoted and encouraged 
7) CoUaboration - collegjal work balanced with individual learning 
8) Adult learning - good teaching and learning environment 
9) Support - provided from both school and community 
I 0) Accountability - student achievement goals met as a result of 
collaborative efforts 
Although this article makes mention of many of the same goals as that of lesson study 
(Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Fernandez, 2002; Fernandez, Cannon, & Sonat, 2003; 
Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002; Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004; Lewis, 2002), it does not give 
a specific outline for how teachers can develop and refine content and pedagogy nor does 
it address specific goals for collaboration. In faCL according to Friend (2000), it is often 
times assumed that educators have intuitive collaboration skills when in actuality these 
skills need to be honed, nurtured, and carefuIJy taught Friend (2000) commented that 
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many professionals have few staff development opportunities devoted co the topic of 
collaboralion and spend little time in educator programs exploring this issue with 
colleagues. With this in mind, a more structured and goal focused method of 
collaboration may be appropriate. Although this model does fit with the teacher-as-
expert paradigm, unlike other administrator-directed models of collaboration in the 
literature (Donaldson & Stobbe, 2000), it is missing key components such as specific 
focus on lesson design that are necessary to bring about data based improvement (Lewis, 
2002). 
Each of these models fit the criteria of collaboration as outlined by Friend (2000), 
where each individual of a group is committed to a shared goal, communication skills are 
crucial and required throughout the course of the collaborative session, all individuals 
must interact on a somewhat equal level, and participation is completely voluntary. 
However, lesson study is not just a collaborative model, but it also helps teachers uncover 
how to improve student achievement not just what needs to be improve (Lewis, 2002). 
Lesson study provides an outlet for teachers to become researchers in their own 
classrooms by asking questions such as: "How did students' knowledge and 
understanding of the topic change over the course of the lesson and unit?, Do students 
posses the basic personal qualities needed for learning? Are students well-organized, 
responsible, and able to listen and respond to one another's ideas" (Lewis, 2002, p. IO)? 
Students in the United Stales are in desperate need to become more responsible, 
organized, and responsive classroom participants (Lewis. 2002). One target in lesson 
study can be to incorporate those goals into each lesson. Although there is some mention 
of other collaborative practices in the university setting that may be more focus on 
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leachers as researchers (Coronel eL al.. 2003: Louie. et al. 2003). none of the models 
described in this review demonstrate a researcher lens while engaging in collaboration as 
does the lesson study model (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000: Fernandez, 2002: Fernandez, 
Cannon, & Sona!, 2003; Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002: Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004; 
Lewis, 2002). Teachers who actively participate in research, are better able to see how 
teaching pedagogy is created, understood and transmitted to others (Bush, 2003). The 
data collected by many researchers is very limited to standardized tests, which can be a 
very narrow perspective of student achievement (Lewis, 2002). Lesson study is a means 
for bringing data based improvement into schools by valuing teachers and teacher input. 
A shift is beginning to take place that is changing teaching to an individualized 
endeavor to that of a professional community (Bush, 2003). In addition, the focus needs 
to shift from teaching at the center to becoming learners at the heart of the issue who are 
proficient, reflective educators. Teachers may then begin to see themselves as leaders in 
curriculum and instruction and not just classroom managers. Teachers need to use 
research in cognition and intelligence to impact their work in education (Bush, 2003). 
Will lesson study help them accomplish these goals? Although lesson srudy is a well-
established professional development model in Japan, it cannot be simply transferred to 
the United States without some careful modifications to adjust for cultural differences 
(Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Fernandez, Cannon, & Sonal, 2003: Fernandez, 2002). 
Adapting and Measuring the Success of Lesson Study in the United States 
Educational change is necessary in the United States because teachers feel 
frustrated, burned out, and are overwhelmed with their responsibilities revolved around 
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imrmving sructent learning (Fullan, 2001; Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004: Johnson. 2003: 
Bush, 2003; Biancarose & Snow. 2004). The best starting point for increasing teacher 
involvement centered on improving student learning is collegiality. "We are taJking 
about rec11/1uri11g the teaching profession-the process of creating and fostering purposeful 
learning communities" (Fullan, 2001, p. 136). However, this is a stumbling block when 
implementing lesson study where, unlike Japan, United States teachers often work in 
isolation and independently without being encouraged to work together as a team 
(Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). Since lesson study involves observing and being observed by 
other teachers, this has been found to cause some problems when implementing the 
process in this country (Stewart & Brendefur, 2005; Fernandez, 2002). A srudy by 
Leonard and Leonard (1999) recommended that administrators should allow for 
collaboration LO happen in its purest form that includes being spontaneous. voluntary. and 
grounded in shared goals: not necessary being forced to collaborate (Bush, 2003). 
Keeping this in mind. United States teachers may wish to videotape lessons at fust and 
gradually acclimate into each others' classrooms, although videotaping may not be as an 
effective method of data collection as in person observations (Fernandez. 2002: 
Fernandez & Yoshida. 2004; Stewart & Brendefur, 2005). 
Another stumbling block many United States teachers have when trying to 
implement lesson study is keeping the researcher focus of creating hypotheses that are 
testable. designing appropriate means for exploring hypotheses, weighing evidence to 
determine success of hypotheses. and generalizing research findings to other contexts 
(Fernandez. Cannon. & Sonal. 2003). For example, in the s tudy by Fernendez et al. 
(2003), the teachers choose to focus on "fostering students' problem solving and 
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responsibility for learning." However, during most of their conversations they focused 
primarily on just designing a lesson rather than on their research question and discovery 
process. The teachers finally did realize however, that the debate about how students 
would learn a topic best in the classroom could be illustrated by simply implementing the 
lesson and that experimentation could lead to concrete teacher learning. When the 
teachers observed lessons they were not skilled at recording and collecting data to 
determine the success of their hypotheses. This impeded the discussions during the 
reflection period because the teachers did not have specific pieces of evidences to support 
their generalizations and claims. Finally, the teachers in the study still did not ask 
questions like why do students solve problems in particular ways, which did not allow 
them to interpret their inconsistent generalizations. These difficulties in keeping a 
researcher lens may arise because teachers in the United States may not be accustomed to 
critically analyzing their own teaching practices. Unlike Japanese teachers, who are used 
to this mode of professional development, teachers in the United States are not 
encouraged or have no means of contributing to the refinement of their own skills or the 
gradual improvement of teaching methodology (Hiebert & Stigler. 1999). However, 
teachers are beginn ing to be more encouraged to investigate their own practices and 
many school districts are placing a priority on improving teacher education and 
increasing opportunities for teachers' to team (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). It may be 
important then for teachers to get training at particular skill workshops but then have 
opportunities Lo work one-on-one and in groups to receive and give help and to converse 
about implementing lesson study (Pullan. 200 I ; Fernandez. Cannon, & Sonal, 2003). 
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Fernandez et al. (2003) also suggests possibly consulting with Japanese teachers on how 
to execute a researcher lens in the classroom. 
One important aspect of lesson study that United States teachers do not usually 
follow through on is the completion of a written report detailing the results of the lesson 
study (Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002). Not only does a written report help other teachers 
become informed about the issues involved with the experience, but it allows a full 
reflective process to be completed by the teachers involved. Because accountability is 
such an important piece of colJaboration, this may need to take the form of administration 
involvement in the United States (Friend, 2000). Increasing disclosure will not only give 
other teachers a research base when researching the best methods for teaching particular 
content area topics but will help determine the success of the lesson study model in the 
United States. 
According to Fullan (2001), lesson study will be successful in the United States if 
it results in: 
Teachers pursuing a clear purpose for aJI students' learning. 
Teachers engaging in colJaborative activity to achieve the purpose 
Teachers take collaborative responsibility for student learning 
School-wide teacher professional communities affect the level of 
classroom authentic pedagogy, leading to student performance 
School-wide teacher professional communities affect the level of social 
support for student learning, leading to student performance 
As previously mentioned, the main objective of any collaborative model should be to 
increase student learning (Friend, 2000). However, in the past, success of professional 
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development initiatives often involved assessing the inclusion of specific strategies into 
the course of lesson plans (Hiebert & Stigler. 2000). For example, successful 
professional development was viewed as the use of cooperative learning groups or 
problem-based learning in daily lesson design. This is marginal teacher growth and has 
very litl1e impact on student learning (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). Since lesson study is 
focusing on teachers addressing specific modes of academic learning such as: did 
students make connections, notice patterns, design and solve problems appropriately?, 
teachers will go beyond simply implementing strategies and begin to explore reasons 
why the lesson is designed a particular way, anticipated responses of studentS in order to 
target specific misunderstandings, and suggested responses by the teacher to prevent 
students" further misconceptions (Lewis, 2002; Hiebert & Stigler, 2000). Therefore, 
assessing lesson studies success should be based on comparing student achievement 
scores and assessing teacher learning (Barrett & Riggs, 2004). 
One anticipated success of lesson study implementation in the United States, that 
many teachers have already found, is that teachers grow and develop in many different 
areas. ln a recent study, not only did teachers' lesson planning become more student-
centered and focused on their desired results, but also their instruction was brought to a 
higher level (Stewart & Brendefur, 2005). Many teachers in the study were able to 
overcome their fear of being observed and brought their level of collaboration to a new 
place. "Working on improving teaching yields teacher development, rather than vice 
versa. Designing and testing lessons provides a rich context in which teachers can 
improve their own knowledge and skills. While teachers are producing shareable work, 
they are engaged in exactly the kind of learning that they need to become more effective 
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teachers. They must learn more about the subject. about their students' thinking. about 
alternative pedagogies" (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000, p. 12). With any model of 
collaboration, success should be that the sum is greater than the individual parts. The 
success of one individual is one thing but the success of the group should be even greater 
after the collaborative effort (Bush, 2003). The success of lesson study should be 
measured by the level of learning and increased achievement by the overall educational 
system in the United States. 
When teachers focus on students': construction of knowledge, disciplined inquiry, 
and value beyond school, achievement has been shown to increase (Stewart & Brendefur, 
2005, p. 685). One way to integrate higher order thinking, deep knowledge, substantive 
conversation, and connection to the world beyond the classroom is by incorporating 
literacy into the content areas. In the past, literacy, especially reading expository text, has 
been viewed as a passive process. However, the strategies overviewed in this review help 
illustrate ways to change that process from passive to active. Despite the general 
consensus in the literature that teachers should implement before, during, and after 
reading strategies, there was significant debate over whether teacher-directed or student-
directed methodologies were more effective at increasing student comprehension. Due to 
the unique research nature of the lesson study collaborative model, this method may be a 
superior method in identifying strengths and weaknesses in science students' 
comprehension abilities while implementing these various methodologies. As mentioned 
by Campbell and Kmiecik (2004), motivation was the greatest challenge teachers faced in 
content area literacy. Because lesson srudy allows for the incorporation of a research 
question, as well as a specific content focus, it allows teachers a broader focus for 
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explnrinr, cla.;c;rnom challenges such as investigatine the effect nf mntivatinn nn 
comprehension of science texts. 
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Methodology 
Two implementations of the lesson study were completed. One was completed 
with teachers one and two and the other was completed wilh teachers one and lhree. All 
three teachers had worked in a collaborative relationship previously before beginning the 
lesson study process. 
Participants 
Three teachers were involved with the lesson study process. AJI three teachers 
were provisionally certified teachers in New York State working in the same public high 
school. Teacher one (the author), is enrolled in a Math, Science and Technology 
education graduate program at Saint John Fisher College where she is completing her 
graduate thesis. Teacher two has a science bachelor's degree, has completed her 
education master"s degree and is completing her permanent certification. She is a tenured 
teacher in the district. Teacher three has an education bachelor's degree with a 
concentration in science and is completing her master's degree in liberal arts. She is also 
a tenured teacher in the district. 
The students involved in the process were public high school students enrolled in 
Living Environment. Their ages ranged from fourteen to sixteen years old, 
socioeconomic status was middle class, and were predominately Caucasian. ln the 
classes in which the lesson study was performed and evaluated. no students had an I.E.P 
(individualized educational program) and five students had a 504 plan (a plan with some 
testing modifications. but no additional classroom support). 
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Apparatus 
Teacher one and teacher two used a cancer cards activity (modified from the 
National Cancer Institute) and an anticipation guide as a literacy strategy (see Appendix 
C). Teacher one and teacher three used a purpose guided notes sheet as a literacy 
strategy (see Appendix D). In addition, teachers one and three used the following 
materials: filter paper soaked with sodium hydroxide and dried, non-soaked fi lter paper 
(these were cut into squares), plastic cups, pipettes, phenolphthalein, capped vials, vial 
racks, tweezers, scenario cards. 
Procedure 
The first implementation of the lesson study process involved teachers one and two, 
while the second implementation of the lesson study process involved teachers one and 
three. 
First impleme111ation of lesson study. 
Teachers one and two completed a cycle of lesson study in the course Living 
Environment during the cell unit. The goal of the lesson study was to increase students' 
motivation to read and increase their comprehension of science text. The topic of the 
lesson study was mitosis and cancer. Teacher one and two spent one hour discussing 
how to increase motivation to read the text and chose an activity (cancer cards) that 
would increase interest in the topic. Both teachers agreed that one method of increasing 
motivation was to increase interest in the topic. The second half of the initial teacher 
discuss ion was spent on what type of literacy strategy would be employed to help 
students comprehend the text. Teacher one modified the cancer card activity while 
teacher two modified the anticipation guide. 
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Teacher one and teacher two met for another hour session to discuss the logistics 
of the lesson and decided on specific questions to help students understand the 
connection between mitosis and cancer. This session was tape recorded. The teachers 
spent fifteen minutes reviewing their schedules and deciding on an observation schedule. 
Teacher one implemented the lesson first while teacher two observed and video 
taped the lesson. Teacher two recorded observations on a lesson study observation 
protocol sheet modified from D. Llewellyn (see Appendix E). Both teachers decided to 
look for instances where the students were making connections between mitos is and 
cancer. In addition, teachers looked for evidence that students were engaged by being on 
task and completing their sheets and having meaningful discussions. 
Teacher one and two met during a thirty minute common period and discussed 
aspects of the lesson that needed improvement and what went well. The lesson was 
modified and implemented by teacher two while teacher one observed. Teacher one 
observed and recorded observations on the lesson study observation protocol sheet. 
Second implementation of lesson study. 
Teachers o ne and three completed a cycle of lesson study in the course Living 
Environment during the immune system unit. The goal of the lesson study was to 
increase students· motivation to read and increase their comprehension of science text 
The topic of the lesson study was vaccines and immunity. Teacher one and three spent 
one hour discussing how to increase motivation to read the text and began planning an 
activity that would increase interest in the topic of immunology. Both teachers agreed 
that one method of increasing motivation was to increase interest in the topic. The 
teachers met for another one hour period and began designing an immunology lab that 
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would correspond well with a science text and increa.c;e student<; understanding of 
immuni1y. The lab would also give the srudeors a specific purpose. tha1 of CDC interns, 
doing auxiliary research for the CDC. Teachers mer for another one hour session and 
formally created the lab activity as well as the literacy strategy to help students 
understand the immunology reading. 
Teacher one and three met to set up an observation schedule. Teacher one 
implemented the lesson while teacher three wrote observations on the observation 
protocol sheet. The teachers decided to look for evidence of mastery of concepts such as 
understanding of basic acquisition of immunity and the concepts involved 
antibody/antigen interactions. In addition, teachers were looking for evidence of 
engagement by completing all reading activities and staying on-task during the lab 
ponion of the activity. The teachers met and discussed any changes that needed to be 
made to the lesson after school hours. Teacher three implemented the lesson with the 
modifications. 
Long-term co111e11t area literacy improveme111. 
After continued implementation of literacy strategies throughout the course of the 
first half of the year in teacher one's classroom, students in all Living Environment 
classrooms in the Hilton Central School District were given a standardized midterm 
examination comprised of past Regents exam questions. Two questions on the midterm 
exam required students 10 read a four paragraph text on bacterial biofilms (a topic not 
discussed in class) and answer two multiple choice questions, 41 and 42 (from the June 
2002 Regents exam, see Appendix F). 
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Results 
The first lesson study process involved both teachers physical presence during the 
observation period and videotaping each other's classrooms. Thus, the process was 
completely reiterative in the first implementation. During the second implementation, 
teacher one videotaped the lesson for feedback but was not invited to observe the 
revisions implemented in teacher three's classroom. 
First implementation of lesson study. 
After the first implementation of the lesson study process, teacher two observed 
that students were having difficulty staying on task during reading and during small 
group discussions. Although some groups did discuss their answers at first, some 
students did not have evidence written down for each statement. Teacher two 
recommended that there be an increase in individual accountability. In order to do that, 
the teachers djscussed some ways to improv~ and it was decided to tell the next class of 
students to be prepared to be a leader for each statement. That they would take turns in 
their small group explaining each statement and their supporting evidence, but they 
would not know which one they would be responsible for doing beforehand. A strength 
of the first round of the lesson study that both teachers noted was the large group 
discussion. Teacher one had placed a random small group's anticipation guide on the 
overhead and asked the class if they agreed with all the answers. This prompted a very 
heated debate in which students were arguing with each other over whether or not they 
agreed with the statement "Cancer is most lethal when it is concentrated in one part of the 
body, rather than dispersed throughout the body" (see Appendix C). Students were 
debating that cancer would be more lethal as a tumor, concentrated all in one place where 
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it would grow massively and interrupt the body·s normal functioning. The other students 
debated that cancer was more lethal when it started spreading throughout the body and 
started infecting other organs. Teacher one's role involved asking the students, "Why 
don ·t we change the statement? What should we add or take away from this statement so 
that we can all agree to keep this statement checked?" The teacher faci litated the 
changing of the statement to: "Cancer is less lethal when it is concentrated in one part of 
the body, rather than dispersed throughout the body" and took a class vote in order to 
ensure the change was one that everyone agreed on. 
When teacher two implemented the lesson, teacher one observed tJ1at the students 
during the reading activity and small group discussions were on task and having mini 
debates. Most of the discussions revolved around the relationship between mutations and 
cancer, rather than the relationship between mitosis and cancer, which was one of the 
goals of the lesson. Teacher one observed that during the large group discussion, teacher 
two put a blank anticipation guide on the overhead and asked for volunteers to say state if 
they agreed or disagreed with each statement and give their evidence, which differed 
from the lesson plan implemented by teacher one. Volunteers gave their answers and 
teacher two validated. The discussion in the classroom turned toward the students asking 
the teacher specific questions about the causes of mutations, where the teacher was the 
disseminator of information. 
The final reflection between teacher one and two resuhed in both agreeing future 
implementations of this lesson would require the selection of a different article. 
Although mutations and cancer are an applicable part of the Living Environment 
curriculum, both agreed this particular article would have been more appropriate in the 
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genetics unit. An article with a more obvious focus on mitosis and cell division 
becoming out of control in cancer would have been a more relevant article for this unit. 
Both teachers also commented that the final, large group discussion did not result in a 
debate; however, specific observations that may or may not have contributed to this 
outcome were not mentioned. Finally, teacher two, who is participating in a study group 
as part of professional development with the Hilton school district mentioned how much 
more relevant the lesson study process was to the continued improvement and refinement 
of teachers' skills. She also commented on how she had never formally evaluated if 
lessons work before. 
Second tpnplemenratiori; qf_L~~SP!! _s!_u!iy: ___________ __ ________ ____ ______ ___ __ _ 
Teacher three made observations of the CDC immune system lesson while teacher 
one implemented it. Some positive observations made were that all of the students knew 
what purpose they were reading for and were actively gathering evidence for their 
purpose. Students in post-reading small groups were discussing and sharing their 
information and not copying each others' information but rather writing pieces of 
evidence in their own words underneath the purpose questions they did not do. Small 
group discussions included relevant and accurate discussions of what antibodies and 
vaccines were. The cartoon sharing resulted in students being able to correctly explain 
key science concepts related to antibodies being transmitted in breast milk, antibodies 
attacking pathogens, and macrophages attacking viruses. After completing all of the 
reading activities and moving on to the CDC lab after reading activity, teacher three 
noted that many students did not know what to write in the conclusion column of the data 
sheet. She recommended that they relabel this column and after discussion the teachers 
. ·( Comment [d1]: Move 10 !he-left 
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decided co label it "Why is the patient displaying/not displaying immunity?'" Another 
thing both teachers noticed was that although the students seemed very engaged during 
the entire process, during reading, during small groups. during the lab activity, and during 
presentations there were a lot of transition times in which some students were done with 
activities faster than other students. During those lagging times, students who were done 
were talking and getting other students off task that still needed to complete their work. 
Teachers discussed this dilemma and teacher three decided that when she implemented 
the lesson she would have the students work on an immune system reading guide from 
the textbook during transition times to help minimize off task talking. Finally, in the 
after activity presentations. where students presented the findings from the activity, 
students appeared to not have thought very deeply about each patient scenario. All 
student small groups understood that it was antibodies in the patient's blood that was 
causing the interaction, however, they did not attempt to uncover why the person had the 
antibodies to the disease in their bloodstream. 
Long-term coment area literacy results. 
Two questions on the Hilton Central School District's Living Environment 
midterm exam required students to read a four-paragraph text on bacterial biofilms (a 
topic not discussed in class) and answer two multiple-choice questions, 41 and 42 (see 
Appendix F). Data analysis was collected from aJJ Living Environment students in the 
district and organized by instructor. As demonstrated in Table I, 60% of teacher one's 
students got question 41 correct compared to 54% of the sLUdents in other Living 
Environmem classes in the district In addition, where only 4% of teacher one's students 
did not answer question 41, 11 % of the remaining Living Environment students did not 
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answer the question demon.c;trated in Table J _ For Quesrion 42. clemonc;trnred in Tahle I, 
81 % of teacher one's students answered correctly and only 4% did not answer whereas 
72% of the other teachers· students answered correctly and 11 % did not answer. 
Table I 
Achievemem of students of teacher one compared to average on Questions 4 I a11d 42 on 
Uvin&, £11viro11111e11t Midterm 2006 
Question 41 Teacher I Average Question 42 Teacher I Average 
N(%) N(%) N(%) N (%) 
I* 40 (60) 146 (54) 5 (7) 4 ( I) 
2 JI (16) 27 (10) 2 I (I) 24 (9) 
3 5 (7) 20 (7) 3* 54 (81) 192 (72) 
4 8 ( 12) 46 (17) 4 4 (6) 18 (6) 
Other 3 (4) 29 (1 1) Other 3 (4) 30 (JI) 
Total 67 (99) 268 (99) Total 67 (99) 268 (99) 
Note. Asterisks indicate the correct answer for that question. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to use lesson study in order to increase students· 
motivation to read and increase their comprehension of science expository texts. The 
literature was clear that increas ing student motivation to read is a stumbling block for 
teachers but did not provide many strategies for how to do that (Biancarose & Snow, 
2004; Campbell & Kmiecik, 2004). This study has found that linking activities to 
reading, as mentioned by various authors in the literature, actually helps engage students 
in reading activities (Lundstrom, 2005; Sanacore, 1995; Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 2002). 
In both cycles of the lesson study process, after minor adjustments, students were actively 
engaged during the reading process. In the first study, an activity was used as an opening 
activity to generate interest in the topic and grab their attention. In the second study, the 
teacher prepared students for the role of being a CDC intern and testing patient's blood. 
Students needed to read the information and become knowledgeable in order to perform 
the auxiliary tests for the institution. 
Another purpose for the lesson study was to increase students' comprehension of 
the science texts they were reading. Comprehension of mitosis and cancer was achieved 
in the first round of the lesson study process because none of the groups disagreed with 
the first statement, which dealt with mitosis and cancer. Through the large group 
discussion in teacher one's classroo m, any misconceptions that students had about cancer 
in general were disseminated through peer debate. This was not the case in teacher two·s 
classroom where the large group discussion turned to question and answer session. 
Students asked questions like, "I don't get how you get cancer from tanning?" of the 
teacher and the teacher responded. The students did not get an opportunity to explain, 
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persuade_ and metacognitively process through difficult concept~ out loud to peers. By 
processing in this fashion, students are more likely to actively construct knowledge rather 
than hold on to existing misconceptions while changing an answer on their paper. In 
addition, it did not give the teacher a chance to observe and note any misconceptions 
because students would simply change the answers on their papers unnoticed. Jn the 
second lesson study, comprehension of antibody/antigen interaction was evident through 
observations of small group discussions and through sharing out of their cartoon captions 
and CDC lab findings. 
The literature is clear that active reading requires a purpose, which the motivational 
activities helped establish (Yore, 2004; Holloway, 2002; Jacobs, 2002; Heselden & 
Staples, 2002; Snow, 2002)_ In the first lesson study, the cancer cards helped establish 
that the reading would be about cancer, while the anticipation guide actually generated 
the purposes for reading the text. In the second study, the CDC role and problem was 
presented to the students and from that the students actually brainstormed their own 
purposes for reading. From there, the teacher selected three purposes (she knew would 
be addressed by the reading) and assigned groups of students to read the same text for a 
different purpose as mentioned by Snow (2002). These strategies helped students 
comprehend the text as noted by teacher observations_ 
In order to assess which factor impacted comprehension of science texts more, 
motivation or implementation of strategies, data from the 2006 Living Environment 
midterm exam was analyzed. Students from teacher one's class, in which content area 
literacy strategies were continually implemented throughout the first half of the year, 
scored higher on two reading comprehension questions than the average Living 
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Environment student in the Hilton Central School District. Although students may have 
been intrinsically motivated to read about bacterial biofilms, the explanation is most 
likely due to the internal ization of active reading strategies taught during class. The use 
of activitjes paired with reading, however, may have caused the switch for students 
becoming intrinsically motivated to read. Because the activities allowed students to see 
reading in a much more positive light, reading may have changed for students as 
something they will actuaJly spend the time to complete, instead of merely skipping over. 
The lesson study process appeared to be a successful tool in evaluating the success 
of literacy strategies. Friend (2000), warns of the misapplication of the term 
collaboration, however, teachers involved in this study had been involved with 
collaboration on a meaningful level many times before. As mentioned by teacher two, it 
was not often, however, that the teachers involved in this study had formally evaluated 
their lesson design efforts on the impact on student learning and achievement 
The first lesson study implementation went well because both teachers were very 
comfortable sharing their classrooms. Teacher one js a traveling teacher and shares a 
classroom with four other teachers on any given day and teacher two has shared a 
classroom with other teachers before. During the after lesson discussions, teacher one 
did not feel comfortable sharing with teacher two why the large group discussion did not 
result in a debate. This may have been due to the discrepancy in experience level with 
teacher two having more experience than teacher one. 
The second lesson study planning stage went well however, the implementation of 
the recursive evaluation process did not proceed as well. Teacher three was unavailable 
to observe teacher one during the lesson implementation and it was videotaped instead. 
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Although the literature forewarns against the limitations of videotaping. due to the nature 
of the situation, it was unavoidable (Lewis, 2002). Teacher three did not invite teacher 
one into her classroom to watch the final implementation of the revised lesson. She may 
not have felt comfortable having teacher one observe her teach the lesson. 
Part of the problem with lesson study being adapted to the United States, which was 
not mentioned in the literature, is that experienced teachers in the United States are not 
accustomed to writing and following detailed lesson plans on a daily basis. Most 
experienced teachers following a general outline and leave the detailed plans behind as 
they grow with experience. Teachers face increased pressure and responsibility of daily 
classroom life and do not have time to write or follow a detailed lesson plan. Teachers do 
not write down their methodology for generating student questions, for extracting 
meaningful debates, and for deepening conversations. These are skills they have 
developed and sometimes overlook as being important. However, these are important· 
components of the lesson that many teachers need to include when creating their lesson 
plans to share with others and might end up producing the illusion that the lesson is 
unsuccessful if they are missing. Teachers cannot replicate lessons created by others 
because the actual implementation of the lesson is lost when just the student handout is 
passed on. This was apparent in the first lesson study lesson during the large group 
discussion. 
Lesson study has provided a new tool for teachers to utilize in order to improve 
student classroom success at the level of the lesson. In the Hilton High School, there has 
been an increased interest in vocabulary comprehension. There are many teachers in the 
science department who utilize vocabulary lists or fill-in-the blank notes to teach students 
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vocabulary. However. according to Thier (2002). students should be able to apply 
meaning to text and not merely memorize a vocabulary definition. A future avenue to 
explore would be to apply lesson study to use literacy strategies in order to increase 
students· comprehension of vocabulary words. 
Teachers one and two disseminated the information learned about literacy and 
lesson study at a district Superintendent's conference day. Teachers one and two shared 
the methodology they used to design content area reading strategies and presented the 
reiterative lesson study evaluation process. This should not only bring to light further 
research opportunities for the area of literacy but also demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the lesson study process in the United States culture as a means of professional 
development Teachers one and two are hoping that the presentation of the use of lesson 
srudy to analyLe the success of the content area Literacy study will be beneficial for their 
colleagues in their school district. In addition, they would like to see the use of lesson 
study as a professional development opportunity for teachers in their district because it 
gives teachers the freedom to study and improve individual lessons. which are at the core 
of improving student learning. 
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Appendix A 
Visual Representation of the Cyclic Nature of the Lesson S111dy Process 
Lesson study is a recursive process chat involves goal selling. researching. refining 
che lesson, and disseminating results (Lewis, 2002). 
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Appendix B 
Data Compiled from the 2003 TJMSS Study 
Data tables from the 2003 TIMSS study were modified to point out specific 
comparisons between the United States and Japanese achievement scores (Mullis, Martin, 
& Foy, 2005). 
Exhlbit 2.~ Multiple Conjparisons of Average Mathe.matics Achievement for l<nowing -..no 0 
Grade o Cognitive Domain ' 
--"""''tho ..wb • aultlyto <Ol'IPM l*fornnu wllh1ht<•"'"no li.1Hllong i>o t11>ol diod,.rt. lht l)lTlldrhbto..i.tN •-
odOt-of thoC1111rrtryinU.. rowls>Oiofunfy to-dlon ilaol dw co111111•ilofta•1>111. sigriliaft!y hlglwthu! r..otol 1tu-•lson mu111iy.0<l hn! 1< no 
s1am1ialttsi5'ifio11t.S-""-il••t11g••di""'""'11ofihoiwocourtries. 
Co1mtllH 
Exhibit 2.3: Distribotipn of Mathematics Achiev~ent for Applying Cognitive Domain 
Yeais fJf Average 
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Appendix C 
First Laro11 Study Materials 
Cancer cards and anticipation guide as utilized in the lesson study implemented 
by teacher one and teacher two. 
Example cancer card: 
Student t 
Age Gene 1 Gene 2 
5 18 21 
10 15 3 
15 12 2 
20 6 24 
25 24 16 
30 16 15 
35 18 8 
40 24 12 
45 11 16 
50 21 17 
55 23 .. 
60 14 2 
65 10 10 
70 17 16 
75 7 16 
80 2 19 
85 16 24 
90 16 21 
95 1 18 
100 24 11 
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Anticipation Guide f<:lr ~ 
- ''How Can~s GroWJS' ~ ~ 
_____ 1. Cancer is the result of mitosis that occurs repeatedly without 
the normal checks. 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
2. Cancer can result from a single genetic mutation. 
3. Cancer is either environmental, or inherited, never both. 
4. Cancer is most lethal when it is concentrated in one part of 
the body, rather than dispersed throughout. 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
w 
5. All genetic mutations lead to cancer. 
http://www.pbs.om/w!!bh/nova/cancer/grows.html - For article contents 
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Fonnal lesson plan for first lesson study. 
Unit: Cells Date: October 14, 2005 
Standards: Standard 4 Living Environment 
Objective: Students will be able to identify the relationship between mitosis and 
cancer. 
Anticipatory Set (Engage) 
Students will be given green cards. 
One student will be selected to pick a number 1 -25 at random. Students will be 
told to circle that number (if they have it) in the "gene 1" column. 
Second student will select a number 1 - 25 at random. Students will be told to 
circle that number (if they have it) in the "gene 2" column. 
Students will determine what age they have gotten cancer. 
"So what determined if you got cancer or not?" 
"What determined what age you got cancer?" 
'What causes cancer?~ 
Literacy Activity (Explore) 
1) Have each student read each statement and write if they agree or 
disagree with each statement. 
2) Each student will read silently, writing in important facts that support or 
contradict the statement. 
3) Students may change their original statement. 
Small Group Discussion (Explain) 
1) Assign students into groups of 3 (1 at each ability level) 
2) Direct students to discuss/debate their answers. 
3) If they agree on a point discuss what is the same/different about their 
reason ing for believing that point to be true/false. 
Large Group Discussion (Extend) 
1) Choose a group that was engaged in a moderate amount of debate and 
put their answers on the overhead. 
2) Direct students to discuss/debate their answers. 
3) If they agree on a point discuss what is the same/different about their 
reasoning for believing that point to be true/false. 
Closing/Evaluate: Once discussion has ended and a class consensus has 
been reached students will toss a "think" ball around the room and name one 
thing they learned about cancer. 
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Appendix D 
Second Lesson Srudy Materials 
Student directions for immunology activity. 
--~--Problem: You are a student interning at the CDC (Center for Disease Control). You have been 
asked to explore the reasons behind why certain patients have immunity to different diseases and 
others do not. You will be given different blood samples from different patients to perform tests 
on. However, you need to increase your background knowledge about what causes immunity 
and how the immune system functions. 
Before you read the Background 
You need purposes for reading. From the problem, write down some purposes 
for reading. 
Purpose 1: 
Purpose 2: 
Purpose 3: 
While you read the Background 
Fill out the graphic organizer to help you gather important information about your 
purpose statements. This information will help you explain what is going on with 
your patients. 
r;- 'Purpos.e i: 
~ • 
• 
• 
• 
,_ 
~ Purpose~= ;;- Purpose 3: 
I~ 
'Y • ~ • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
After reading the Background 
Now you need to test your knowledge. Please write a cartoon caption underneath each picture. This should also 
describe the science behind the picture that you learned from the background reading as well. 
* 
. Virus 
-
>-
62 
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/"' 
Now that you are knowledgeable about immunity you are ready for your 
task at the CDC (Center for Disease Control). Don't let your Living 
Environment teacher down (s/he recommended you for the internship!!) 
Directions: You will be given some background information about each patient from a 
history survey they filled out before their blood sample was taken. 
Your job is to: 
1) Perform an assay (test) to determine if the person has immunity to a particular 
disease 
2) Use the background information on the card to determine why the person does or 
does not have immunity to the disease. 
3) Record ALL information in the data table on the next page (remember the CDC 
keeps excellent records!). 
*Note: You WILL be responsible for reporting your results (as determined by the CDC 
and your teacher) in some public manner or taking an exam on this information. 
How to do the Assay 
1) Please take the white disk with the antigen bound to it and place it flat onto the 
bottom of your Dixie cup with the tweezers. (The white disk that goes with your 
blood sample has the specific antigen for the disease you are testing for on it). 
2) Put 5 drops of the clear blood sample into the Dixie cup on top of the white disk 
with the pipettor (It is clear because the red blood cells have been removed from 
it). 
3) If the disk turns pink, this is a positive result It indicates that something in the 
patient's blood has bound to the antigen on the disk. 
4) If the disk stays white, this is a negative result; nothing in the patient's blood 
bound to the antigens on the disk. 
Why is there a color change? There is a special chemical attached to the antigen. 
When it binds to something it changes color. If not, it stays colorless. 
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Formal lesson plan for second lesson study. 
Unit: Immune System Date: December 10, 2005 (2 hr. period) 
Standards: Standard 4 Living Environment 
Objective: Students will be able to identify the interaction between antibodies and antigens. 
Students will know how people develop antibodies against diseases. 
Anticipatory Set (Engage) 
Teacher reads the problem out loud. Really play up the fact that they will be testing blood 
samples from the CDC. {Tell them the story of how you know people there, etc.) 
Have students brainstorm purposes for reading (A.K.A - what do they need to know from the 
problem statement that don't really understand?) 
Literacy Activity (Explore) 
4) Teacher picks three purposes from the brainstonned list (ones that will be addressed in 
the reading!) 
5) Teacher assigns students to read the text for 1 of the three purposes and tells them to 
write down notes that answer the purpose question or anything they think has do with 
the purpose. 
Small Group Discussion (Explain) 
4) Assign students into groups of 3 (1 from each purpose) 
5) Direct students to discuss their purpose. 
6) Model how their group should NOT run - do not just copy each others notes! 
7) Tell students to discuss why they wrote down each thing they did and explain about their 
purpose, they are the expert in their group (each person is taking down notes). 
8) When they are finished discussing, have them take a look at each of the cartoons and 
write a cartoon caption explaining the science behind the picture (Encourage "Far Siden 
like humor ©) 
9) Have each group share out their best caption. 
Individu al Patient Testing (Extend) 
4) Review directions for testing patients' blood. 
5) Explain that the disks have an antigen on it and ask the students what they think might 
be in the patients blood if they are going to test positive for the disease. 
6) Each station has a different patient scenario and a different disk/blood sample. Have 
students rotate through all of the stations and complete their data table. 
SmalJ Group Presenta tio ns (Evaluate) 
1) Break students into groups of 3 or 4 - Assign each group a patient to report on 
2) Assign one student to be the recorder - give them a blank overhead and a marker 
3) For their presentation they must say: 
a. What disease were they testing the patient's blood for? 
b. Were they immune to it? 
c. Why were they immune to it? 
d. What in their history (scenario card) gave you a clue about this? 
4) Have students present to their peers. Disagreements should be mediated by the 
teacher. 
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Appendix E 
Lesson Study Observation Protocol 
Observation protocol used by teachers in the lesson study modified from D. Llewellyn (Saint 
John Fisher ColJege). 
Lesson Study Observation Protocol 
Pre-Lesson 
Basic Lesson Information: 
Teacher 
Observer 
Date of Observation 
Lesson title 
Subject/Grade Living Environment 
Lesson Focus (circle one): 
EngageEx plore Explain Extend Evaluate 
Lesson Emphasis (check all that applies): 
Engage 
o Providing "hook" for lesson introduction 
o Demonstrating a discrepant event 
o Uncovering misconceptions 
o Assessing prior knowledge 
o Demonstrating a principle or phenomenon 
Explore 
o Providing an opened-ended investigation 
o Designing student investigations 
o Recording data/collecting evidence 
o Following prescribed steps of a laboratory 
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Explain 
o Introducing new concepts 
o Learning new vocabulary/facts 
o Presenting background content information 
Elaborate 
o Providing problem-solving activity 
o Completing an extended investigation 
o Following prescribed steps of a laboratory 
o Applying exploration to real-world situation 
Evaluate 
o Answering textbook short and/or open-ended questions 
o Reflecting on readings and problems 
o Writing reflections in a journal or notebook 
o Preparing a oral or written presentation of evidence 
o Completing homework sheets 
o Completing performance assessments 
o Making entries to a portfolio 
Classroom Instruction (Check all that applies): 
Indicate major materials resources used dtrring the lesson 
o Print materials - commercial textbook 
o Print materials - teacher-made 
o Print materials - trade books, magazines, etc. 
o Hands-on materials - commercial kits 
o Hands-on materials - district-produced kits 
o Hands-on materials - general laboratory supplies 
o Hands-on materials - models 
o Technology resources - computers 
o Technology resources - calculators 
o Technology resources - maps, cha1ts, etc. 
Structure of student work: 
o Whole group 
o Small group 
o Pairs 
o Individual 
Student Engagement: 
o Entire class is engaged in the same activity at the same time 
o Groups of students are engaged in different activities at the same time 
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Class Discussion: 
o Whole group lead by teacher 
o Whole group lead by student(s) 
o Small groups 
During the Lesson 
Comments: Record the time and observation throughout the lesson. Capture the salient 
interactions between the teacher and the students and among students as they work in groups. 
TIME OBSERVATION 
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TIME OBSERVATION 
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Post-Lesson 
Rate each of the indicators from 1 to 5 for all categories. A rating of 5 indicates a "high" score 
and a rating of I indicates a "low" score. Your ratings and comments form the lesson will be 
used for the post-lesson reflection. 
Lesson Design: 
The strategies of the lesson contributed 
to the purpose of the lesson. 5 4 3 2 
The materials of the lesson contributed 
to the purpose of the lesson. 5 4 3 2 
The lesson design encouraged student 
engagement. 5 4 3 2 
The lesson provided adequate instruction in 
completing the task. 5 4 3 2 
Adequate and appropriate materials 
were provided. 5 4 3 2 
The pace of the lesson was appropriate. 5 4 3 2 l 
Content: 
The content was appropriate for the lesson. 5 4 3 2 
The information presented during the lesson 
was accurate. 5 4 3 2 l 
The information presented during the lesson 
was relevant to the students. 5 4 3 2 
Engagement: 
Students were engaged and involved during 
the lesson. 5 4 1 2 
The lesson provided an opportunity for 
collaboration. 5 4 3 2 
The lesson required critical thinking skills. 5 4 3 2 
The lesson challenged students' abilities. 5 4 3 2 
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Lesson Modifications and Areas for Improvement: 
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Appendix F 
Questions 41 and 42 of the 2006 Living Environment Midterm Exam 
. . . Some of thr most common and deadly bacteria do their mischjef by forming a sticky 
scum called biofilm. Individually, the mkrobes are easy to control. bul when they organize 
themselves into biofilrns they can become dead! y. said Dr. Barbm-a Iglewski of the 
U11iversi1y of Roches1er . . .. 
Iliofilms are actually intricately crga.nited colonies of billions of microbes, all working 
in a coordinated way to defend against attack and LO pump out a roxin I.hat can be deudly. 
Once they are organi1,,.ecL the bacteria are highiy resistant to antibiotics and even strong 
detergents often cannot wash tlicm away or kill them. 
lglcwski and c.ollcagucs from Mom:ana SL.ate Unive~ly and the University of Iowa 
repon in Science thar they disCO\'ercd how the microbes in tbe colonies communicate and 
found th.al once thts conversation is Lnterrupted. the deadly bugs cnn be easily washed away. 
Using Pseudomonas aemginosa. a common bacteria that is a major infection hazard in 
hospit<lls and among cystic fibrosis patients. the researchers i"SOl.a1ed a gene Lha1 the bacteria 
uses 10 make a communications molecule. T he molecule helps the microbes organize 
therrueJves into a biolilm - a complex strUcture that includes tubes to carry in nutrients 
a.nd Cllrl)' oµt w:Jstes, including deadly 1.oxi11s. 
In their study, the researchers showed mat if the gene !h(lt makes the f;-Ommunications 
molecule was blocked. the PseudomollllS aeruginosa could form only wimpy I.weak!, unorganized 
colonies that could be YI ashed awuy with just a soap thut has no effect on a healthy 
colony ... , 
Adapted from; Paul Recer, ~Resean:;hers find new means to disrupt atteck by microbes," 
The Dally Gazette, April 26, 1998. 
41 Whal is one characteristic of a biofilm'? 
(I) presence of tubes 10 transport ma1erials into and oot of the colony 
(2) pn:S<!nce of a nervous system for communication within the colony 
C3) ease wilh which colonies can be broken down by detergents 
(4} lai;ck of resistance of the bacterial colony to 
:1ntihw1ics 
41 Which staicmem bes1 describes Pse11dm11onas aen1gi11osa bacleria? 
CJ) They cause murn1ions in humans. 
C2) They ;ire easy to control. 
(3) Tiiey cause major infec:ijon problems in hospitals. 
14) They are deadly oal y to people, wi1.h c»liC fi bros1 
